
Academic Report Descriptors 
 

 EXCELLENT GOOD SOME CONCERNS SERIOUS CONCERNS 

Great start to 

learning 

 

Student demonstrates excellent 

punctuality and always arrives on time 

to lesson ready to learn with a 

positive attitude. Always has the 

correct equipment for lessons and 

takes pride in the presentation of 

their work.  

Student usually arrives on time to 

lesson ready to learn with a positive 

attitude. Often has the correct 

equipment for lessons and generally 

takes pride in the presentation of 

their work. 

Student often arrives late to lesson 

and does not always demonstrate a 

positive attitude to learning. Often 

fails to bring the correct equipment 

for lessons and does not always take 

pride in the presentation of their 

work. 

Student usually arrives late to lesson. 

Rarely brings the correct equipment 

needed for the lesson and rarely 

takes pride in the presentation of 

their work. 

Attitude to 

learning 

Student is consistently well 

motivated and keen to learn. Takes 

responsibility for their own learning 

and makes good use of advice to make 

improvements. Is enthusiastic to take 

on more challenging tasks and 

activities to stretch themselves and 

improve their learning. Carries out 

independent research and uses 

initiative to develop ideas further.   

Is prepared to ask for help when 

required. 

Student is usually well motivated and 

ready to learn. Usually takes 

responsibility for own learning and 

often takes advice to meet targets 

and improve. Is willing to attempt 

more challenging tasks and activities. 

Makes a good effort to carry out 

independent research. Often asks for 

help to improve further.  

Student is sometimes keen to learn 

but occasionally lacks motivation. 

Sometimes uses advice effectively to 

make improvements. Is sometimes 

willing to tackle more challenging 

tasks and activities but usually needs 

greater encouragement. Makes some 

effort to carry out independent 

research. 

Student shows little interest in 

learning and is reluctant to work 

hard. Student rarely takes 

responsibility for their own learning 

and often fails to meet deadlines. Is 

rarely prepared to attempt more 

challenging tasks and rarely 

completes tasks to their full 

potential, even with encouragement. 

Makes limited attempts to carry out 

independent research. 

Behaviour for 

learning 

Student always follows instructions, 

is polite and respectful and maintains 

an active focus on their learning.  

Student follows instructions, is 

normally polite and respectful and 

usually maintains an active focus on 

learning.  

Student sometimes struggles to 

cooperate with staff and other 

students and lacks concentration and 

focus at times.  

Student often struggles to cooperate 

fully with staff and other students 

and frequently lacks concentration.  

Home learning 

Student always completes home 

learning tasks to an excellent 

standard by the expected deadline. 

Student sees the value in home 

learning and there is clear evidence 

that home learning tasks have 

deepened their thinking and learning 

and allowed them to gain knowledge, 

skills and understanding that can be 

applied to subsequent work. 

Student very rarely misses home 

learning deadlines. Student engages 

with home learning and uses it to 

demonstrate further thinking about 

the knowledge, skills and 

understanding covered within the 

lesson. 

Student occasionally fails to meet 

home learning deadlines. Student 

engages with some home learning 

tasks but completes them to a 

standard below expectations. 

Student rarely completes home 

learning tasks or meets deadlines.  

 


